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This book tells what the language of the law is, how it became so and how it works in practice. You will learn how to learn the
language of the law and apply it in practice so that you always act correctly in accordance with the law. You will learn to read
the laws, read between the lines and get around them. You will understand the legal intricacies and understand the legal nuances.
You will understand how all levels of justice in America work: courts, financial structures, administration, etc. You will learn
how the litigation process works and what methods are used to achieve the goal. You will read about how crimes are
investigated and what steps are being taken to protect innocent people and bring criminals to justice. You will understand that
there are no futile legal disputes, and how to conduct them effectively, as well as how to conduct litigation in different regions
of our country. This book will change the way you think about American justice once and for all. This information will turn
your worldview upside down, as it uses the most accessible data from various sources, which made it possible to evaluate the
state as a socio-political system. Everything stated in the book is applicable to Russia as well. Read! Summary of the book: 1)
What is a law? 2) What myths exist in criminal law? 3) What is the difference between the law and the criminal code? 4) Whom
can the law serve? What laws are mandatory? 5) Who controls the laws and to whom does the President report? 6) Where
should one read the law in order to understand it? 7) In what book should one look for the law? What is Law?8) Foreign
experience in the implementation of laws in the criminal law sphere 9) What happens when laws are not enforced? 10) How do
the criminal court and the judiciary currently work? Who is this book for? For beginners who study law but want to gain real
skills and knowledge in criminal law and the judiciary. For students (not lawyers) who need relevant, accessible and proven
knowledge. Opinion about the book: - Negative. I don't like the presentation style. Many references to specific laws and court
decisions. - Positive. Many valuable examples from judicial practice, a good selection of legal literature. To download a book
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